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The very high uncertainty that preceded Summer 2021 still allowed fully recovering 

domestic capacity, but overall capacity remained a 20% below 2019 levels

Capacity evolution by segment 2019-2021

Source: Vueling
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An enormous effort was required to complete crew refresher courses, handling & 

maintenance ramp-up, aircraft de-preservation and flight programme adjustments

Potential last-minute 
flight grounding

Rapid capacity 
increase

Operational Challenges during Summer 2021

Preparation work for 
in-housing line 
maintenance in 
September 2021

Aircraft de-
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We also improved the processing of passengers by offering innovative solutions to the 

customers – Digital Document Verification and the IATA Travel Pass implemented in 2021

Digital Document Verification

(Salesforce Solution)

We check all required docs ahead of the flight

IATA TRAVEL PASS

We offer customers the option to use IATA Travel Pass to 

show PCR results

Customers flying from Spain to UK-Italy-France are allowed to upload 

all travel documents before flight. Launched on April 8th

This allow customers to:

• Learn ahead of the flights if documents are OK

• Save time at the airports

• Understand what might be missing for travel and correct them in 

time

• Vueling was the world’s first LCC to adopt IATA Travel Pass

• Launched on May 7th on BCN-ZRH

• IATA roadmap will soon enable the app to read French passports

• IATA improvements will allow airlines to expand Travel Pass to new routes

We continue to implement new capabilities to simplify travel requirements
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The efforts made allowed achieving the awards for best Low-Cost Airline and most punctual 

airline in Europe, and we are the only European LCC with IEnvA 1 accreditation

Europe's Best Low Cost Airline Company 2019-2021 at

the Skytrax World Airline Awards

Most punctual European airline, with a punctuality

index of 92.13% from June to December of 2021.

91% 
OTP

S21

Only European LCC with IEnvA Stage 1 accreditation,

which is an IATA programme designed to assess and

improve the environmental management of an airline
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All this with was also achieved with unevenly spread en-route delays, peaking more than 

ever during the busier summer months and accumulating in 4 countries (46% in France)

En-route ATFM Delay in minutes in 2021

Source: Eurocontrol
July & August
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Airspace regulations also increased in 2021 despite traffic was below 2019-levels, as a 

result of more intra-week and intra-year seasonality

En-route ATFM Regulations in minutes in August 2019 & 2021

Source: Vueling

27

41

Weekends

+52.6%

2019

2021

Weekend traffic Weekday traffic

Average maximum regulated minutes in 

the busiest hours (min.)

During 2021, the average maximum 

regulated minutes in the busiest hours 

exceeded up to 52% vs. 2019
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Our main base in Barcelona is very vulnerable to European air traffic congestion given its 

geographical location, which adds additional complexity to Vueling’s operations

En-route ATFM Delays 
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Source: EUROCONTROL. Date: 1st Jul to 31st Oct 2021 

Vueling, having its main base in Barcelona and 

its proximity to France, is particularly exposed 

to French ATC problems

The 2 main airspaces with the most delays at 

European level are Reims and Marseille. In Summer of 

21, 46% of the delays were due to France
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To minimize future disruptions, we are constantly working with ANSPs, Airports & Service 

Providers to improve our performance and our service

Working group with Spanish ANSP to improve the efficiency of the

airspace and minimise distance flown, developing KPIs to monitor

deviations and implement corrective measures

Main Airports & 

Service Providers

Working groups with the airport operators and service providers

that meet weekly to analyse deviations in punctuality and apply

actions to avoid future delays

Some issues that have been improved:

• Allocation of stands in the different terminals

• Improvement in airport procedures (including improvements in

A-CDM)

• Improvement in de-icing procedures when required



Thank you!


